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                              CHAPTER V 

   CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1.1 Conclusion 

From the analysis and the discussion in this research, the researcher has 

answered statement of the problems, the first statement is about kinds of 

characters does Joe Keller have. Joe Keller is the main character in the drama 

because he is someone who appears first in the story it can be seen the character 

who appear more frequently than the other character from the beginning to the end 

of drama is the main character, that the way why Joe Keller includes as the main 

character. Joe keller is round character Joe Keller has a complex personality it can 

be seen Joe keller is wicked he sold defective parts which cause the planes 

collision and kill 21 men include larry his son, beside he also love his family and 

he did want to did anything to his family. Joe Keller is antagonist who has a bad 

characteristic it can be seen Joe is liar he promise to Steve to take a responsibility 

but Joe escape from reality, Joe ask steve to weld and cover up the cracks in any 

way.  

The second, based on the analysis in the previous chapter, it can be 

conclude that there are several moral values related with the main character. First 

moral value concern with ambition, second moral value concern with crime, and 

moral value concern with loving. Moral value concern with ambition it can be 

seen from Joe has strong ambition to get a wealth. Moral value concern with 

crime it can be seen from Joe sold defective parts which cause the planes collision 

and kill 21 men include larry his son. Moral value concern with loving it can be 

seen seen Joe is really love his family, he want to did anything to make them 

happy. The researcher also found moral values derived from the characterization. 

First, happiness is not depend on money. Second, as long as you keep your secret 

is revealed and third, be honest.  
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5.2 Suggestion 

 After analyzing this drama which is using moral values theory, the 

researcher hopes this analysis can function and encourage the acknowledge of 

people to do some analysis or for other data resources, especially for student of 

English department to study more about literary works. After analyze this drama 

which is using moral values theory, the researcher take conclusion if All My Son 

also available to analyze with another theory approach. The researcher suggests 

the next researcher to analyze this drama because there are a lot of unique 

characters that has many different characterizations that build the story in this 

drama.  

 

 

 


